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Jennie (to Everyone): 19:17: That's why you never responded! Kiwi might 

have eaten through the cables I'll check! 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:18: You're not in sink Tim, but Stuart is 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:20: You're in sink now Tim! 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:21: 

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-clpl-domains-cpd-probationers-and-ect-electric-circuits-26-ja

n 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/AB7SWG/ 

Code: MSCW9 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:26: 

Hello whoever just joined us! 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:26: Computer problems I'll be back soon 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 19:27: Evening all :)  

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:27: 

Hey Matteo 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:27: 

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-clpl-domains-cpd-probationers-and-ect-electric-circuits-26-ja

n 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/AB7SWG/ 

Code: MSCW9 

Grant Rushford - Kirkintilloch HS (to Everyone): 19:28: Hi everyone! 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:28: Hi 

Grant 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:28: Hi 

Liz 

Tim Browett, IOP Scotland (@aphysicsteacher) (to Everyone): 19:28: 

Glad you could join us this evening 
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Liz Dand (to Everyone): 19:28: Hello 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 19:28: How's is everyone doing? Had 

a good day? 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:29: OK I've no left mouse button! I think I heard 

your request Stuart and I've got to check but ought to be OK 

Grant Rushford - Kirkintilloch HS (to Everyone): 19:29: Great! Looking 

forward to the session this evening! 

Liz Dand (to Everyone): 19:30: 0,1,1 

Grant Rushford - Kirkintilloch HS (to Everyone): 19:30: 0,1,1 

Matthew Gibson (to Everyone): 19:30: 211 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 19:31: 0,1,1 

Joseph Duncan (to Everyone): 19:31: 011 

Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 19:31: 011 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 19:34: Hello, to you all :)  

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:34: Hello folks! 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 19:35: 

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-clpl-domains-cpd-probationers-and-ect-electric-circuits-26-ja

n 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:36: We will always have good biscuits and 

cakes at face-to-face meetings too. 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:37: Think the saving on travel expenses should be 

used to send everyone a packet of biscuits Stuart. 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:42: Tunnock's Caramel Wafers? 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 19:44: The buzzers, oh my goodness. 

Especially when the task doesn't require them 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:45: Lamps are good enough for all the 

basic electric circuit work you really need to do in BGE. 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:45: A probationer teacher got the students to put 

a whiteboard under the circuits and then the circuits were easier to draw. 

Buzzers might be loud, but the students are really excited by them! 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:47: personally I like to teach the students how to 

use the multimeters as this is what they'd use in real life. It can be 

something for differentiation if you have multimeters and ammeters and 
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voltmeters 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:48: I think one of the most important thing is to 

get the students to light a bulb with just an MES 1.5 V or 2.5 V bulb one 

wire and a D cell. It gets across what a circuit is, and make the equipment 

that you use more meaningful. 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 19:51: All these links will be available 

in the slides on talkphysics:  

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-clpl-domains-cpd-probationers-and-ect-electric-circuits-26-ja

n/ 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 19:52: I stole this idea from Tim, and 

the kids love it!! 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:53: Another 'buzz' word for similar 

reasons is gravity. 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:53: Also works for gravity 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 19:54: Power as well...maybe...sometimes 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:55: Using the relationship is a good way 

of consolidating the definition of current but will be too advanced if doing 

this early in BGE 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 19:58: A description of the history behind 

the use of current can be found on Jennie's blog: 

https://www.mrsphysics.co.uk/blog/why-electron-flow-scotland-does-thing

s-differently/ 

Jennie (to Everyone): 19:59: Stuart did a lot of research on electron flow in 

Scotla,,,,,, Stuart you are scarily ahead of me by a few seconds!  

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:01: I think it helps to explain to students about 

why A go in series and V in parallel, if you talk about the resistance this can 

sometimes demystefy the reasons and they're more likely to remember 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:02: Remind them COM is the COMMON terminal 

so they always plug a wire in here! 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:03: With digital meters reading to 3 or 

more significant figures then pupils will see small differences in current 

readings as significant when it is actually just random uncertainty. Analgue 

meters better to show that current same at different points in series circuit. 
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Jennie (to Everyone): 20:04: true but have you tried buying those recently 

Stuart? 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:06: Because industry does not use 

analogue meters any more DMMs are much cheaper than either dedicated 

digital meters and definitely analgue meters.  However, if you have a tray 

of decent analogue ammeters use them and don't assume DMMs are 

always better. 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:08: another buzz phrase is using voltage in/ 

through. At N5 that would be an instant WP! – wrong physics and 0 marks. 

You can also get them to see the V as being across 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:10: Yes! and if you can use rechargeable cells 

that's good too. If you're lucky to have a technician then they can put a 

routine in to take some and recharge.  

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:12: especially when Carbon gets 

involved 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:12: Matteo, you need to be careful with a 

carbon fibre fishing rod in a thunder storm! 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:13: haha! Stealing that mental image 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:14: For resistance I talk about students being 

electrons and people in the middle being the resistance and talking about 

playing bull dogs (or whatever game you call it) One person in the middle 

wouldn't stop us getting across the room but allow them to run (heating) a 

they'll catch more people and also if there are more people in the middle 

they'd stop us all getting across to the other side (high resistance). There 

are some good 1980s videos about carbon fibre fishing rods not being put 

down with power cables! Plenty of signs along the canal about dangers of 

fishing rods 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:15: On the IOP Scotland Online CLPL 

Group on TalkPhysics there is a recording of IOP Coach Mark Whalley's 

Power of Per session from Sept 2020 looking at introducing equations.  If 

you didn't attend it I would recommend you look at the recording. 

Grant Rushford - Kirkintilloch HS (to Everyone): 20:16: Excellent session 

which has helped me massively when explaining concepts (including 

acceleration) as a probationer! 



Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:17: Recordings of sessions are:  

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-online-clpl-links-to-session-recordings/ 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:17: Mark and other IOP Coaches in 

England run a regular Maths on Monday series of online events.  Mostly 

set in an English curriculum setting but cover lots of basic ideas for 

teaching maths in science and physics. 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:17: Grant, good to know. 

Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 20:18: electricity Kung fu video!!! You 

need to watch it to appreciate Cell and battery! :D 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:20: Can I suggest that you have cards ready with 

a list of items for students to check. There will always be one group that 

can't get their kit to work, so I've made up cards with a list starting Are your 

cells connected the correct way? Have you changed the light bulb to check 

it hasn't melted the wire? and the last line says Now call over your teacher. I 

also teach meters first and get students to use the V to check the EMF 

(don't call it that) of the cells, the resistance of the wires etc. That way they 

know how to check things for themselves. NB For SQA there are 4 dashes 

for a battery! 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:20: Love that idea Tim, I should use that! 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:20:  

This is the video Meghan recommends:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex7xwaPha2I 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:21: I give the pupils the symbols 

and play 'everybody was kung fu fighting' to test them. They enjoy the 

sillyness 

Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 20:24: @Jennie - great tips about 

'check list' ;)  

Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 20:25: @matthew - so going to steal 

that to get my class 'kung fu-ing' with that music ;p 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:25: If it isn't already on mrsphysics in the BGE I'll 

upload it. It was just a word document. It can be quite traumatising as a 

new teacher if all the kids circuits aren't working and they get really 

disillusioned. I can generally predict whose circuit wont work! 
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Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 20:26: @jennie, if you can upload onto 

your website that would be most grateful. I was overwhelmed by my 3rd 

year checking their 'circuit' when it was faulty components. 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:27: Pupils given a task to build a circuit 

where a switch is used to switch a lamp on and off and they think they can 

do it by using the switch to short out the battery. 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:28: http://www.jjmelectronics.co.uk/ 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:28: Please fill out the evaluation 

form: 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/AB7SWG/ 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:28: https://www.djb.co.uk/ 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:28: Code for Evaluation: MSCW9 

Stuart Farmer (to Everyone): 20:29: I know you are not likely to have a 

budget for buying equipment but JJM and djb good Scottish companies. 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:29: Remember you can discuss 

tonight's session or find the resources at:  

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-clpl-domains-cpd-probationers-and-ect-electric-circuits-26-ja

n/ 

Jennie (to Everyone): 20:29: If you can also get fault finding into your 

course that is fantastic, a real buzz about the class and it makes the kdre 

the think before they throw out expensive pieces of kit that maybe it is 

something they can repair. 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:30: Or find recordings of past 

sessions on talkphysics: 

https://www.talkphysics.org/groups/iop-scotland-online-clpl/forum/topic/i

op-scotland-online-clpl-links-to-session-recordings/ 

Matthew Burke - IOP (to Everyone): 20:30: Hope to see you all soon!  

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:33: Yes, forgot about electronic waste! 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:35: Old mobile devices as well 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:35: There's a whole YouTube 

community that does it :) 

Meghan McGookin (to Everyone): 20:36: Thank you very much Tim and 

everyone :) 
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Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:37: Thanks for your time this evening 

folks!  

Grant Rushford - Kirkintilloch HS (to Everyone): 20:37: Thank you ! 

Joseph Duncan (to Everyone): 20:37: Thank you 

Matteo Demelas (to Everyone): 20:37: Bye everyone :)  

Liz Dand (to Everyone): 20:37: Thanks 


